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Narratives are fundamental to our perception of the world and are pervasive in all activities that involve the

representation of events in time. Yet, modern online information systems do not incorporate narratives in their

representation of events occurring over time. This article aims to bridge this gap, combining the theory of

narrative representationswith the data frommodern online systems.Wemake three key contributions: a theory-

driven computational representation of narratives, a novel extraction algorithm to obtain these representations

from data, and an evaluation of our approach. In particular, given the effectiveness of visual metaphors, we

employ a route map metaphor to design a narrative map representation. The narrative map representation

illustrates the events and stories in the narrative as a series of landmarks and routes on the map. Each element

of our representation is backed by a corresponding element from formal narrative theory, thus providing a solid

theoretical background to our method. Our approach extracts the underlying graph structure of the narrative

map using a novel optimization technique focused on maximizing coherence while respecting structural and

coverage constraints. We showcase the effectiveness of our approach by performing a user evaluation to assess

the quality of the representation, metaphor, and visualization. Evaluation results indicate that the Narrative

Map representation is a powerful method to communicate complex narratives to individuals. Our findings

have implications for intelligence analysts, computational journalists, and misinformation researchers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
People don’t see the world before their eyes until it’s put in a narrative mode.

- Filmmaker Brian De Palma [1]

Narratives are fundamental to our understanding of the world [1] and are central to human

relations [38]. They are the frameworks that enable humans to associate otherwise unconnected

events [7] and play a key role in collaborative sensemaking in society [4, 67]. For decades, commu-

nication science scholars have emphasized the importance of narratives in human communication
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111:2 Keith and Mitra

[1]. Narrative theorists have gone so far to claim that “narrative is the principled way in which our

species organizes its understanding of time.”

In this line of research, narratives are defined as a coherent system of interrelated stories [25] and
are considered to be omnipresent in all activities that involve the representation of events in time.

Through these systems of stories, humans produce a shared understanding of the world [62].

Despite the compelling case of narratives in human communication, modern-day online infor-

mation systems do not incorporate narratives in their representation of events happening over

time. Instead, most representations are still chronological order of events from the earliest to the

latest; for example, consider Google News or Twitter’s news feed.

This paper aims to bridge this gap, merging the theory behind narrative representations with

data left in modern online systems (specifically news systems) while leveraging graph-driven

approaches to identify such narrative structures. With theory as a guide, our central question is:

Can we computationally represent and extract narratives from large-scale online data?

Our contribution is not just methodological; narrative representation has the potential to signif-

icantly impact online information consumers. Consider the unrelenting barrage of online news

articles that users get exposed to or the ever-increasing problem of information overload in online

systems [27, 53]. Not just regular users, even expert news investigators find it daunting to keep

track of the evolving storylines, often losing track of the big picture. Given narratives are the

primary mode in which humans apprehend time-based information [1], our paper offers just such

a representation and the algorithmic approach to surface them directly from data.

In particular, we use a route map metaphor to provide an intuitive basis for our representation.

This metaphor helps connect the elements of narrative theory and graph theory. Building upon

this representation (RQ1), we propose a novel extraction algorithm to generate a narrative map

representation automatically from data (RQ2). Our algorithmic approach leverages optimization

techniques and graph-theoretical concepts to find all the elements in our narrative representation.

Specifically, our work addresses three research questions. First, we formalize the computational

representation of narratives and ask:

RQ1 Representation: How can we computationally represent a narrative?

Based on a route mapmetaphor, we define a computational representation of a narrative grounded

in formal narrative theory. Our representation maps concepts from narrative theory into graph

theory elements. In particular, our proposal considers the use of a directed acyclic graph since this

structure naturally reflects the temporal structure of stories. We also consider edge weights that

allow us to evaluate the coherence of the storylines in the narrative map. Note that a narrative is

composed of at least one storyline. After identifying the elements of our representation, we focus

on how to extract these elements from data.

RQ2 Extraction: How can we extract a narrative representation from data?

To extract the narrative representation, we design an optimization approach that seeks to

maximize the coherence of the narrative map subject to structural and topic coverage constraints.

After generating the basic structure of the narrative map, we extract the main route (the most

coherent path in the narrative) and the representative landmarks (sets of representative events

from each alternative storyline). Using this information we can infer the themes—the recurrent or

prominent ideas—of the narrative. Finally, we evaluate how well our proposed approach works.

RQ3 Evaluation: How well does our approach work to represent narratives?

We present a detailed evaluation of our proposed approach. In particular, we study the news

narrative of the Coronavirus outbreak with three maps from the first three months of 2020, each

generated after processing hundreds of news articles. We find that our representation provides a
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coherent narrative and that our metaphors are appropriate to model the narrative. We also show

how our representation provides an easy way for users to answer questions such as: What is

the main storyline—the main route—of this narrative? Apart from the main storyline, what other

alternative storylines are there in the narrative? What are the major themes in the narrative?

Thus, by answering these research questions, our key contributions are:

• A computational representation for narratives, based on a mapping between narrative

theory concepts and computational elements grounded in the route map metaphor. Our

representation also includes a visualization based on the route map metaphor.

• An extraction algorithm to construct a narrative representation from data while using an

optimization method and graph-theoretical concepts.

• An evaluation of our approach through a case study and a user study. In particular, we test

our methods on the news narrative of the first three months of the Coronavirus outbreak.

Furthermore, we note that our work builds upon the foundation created by existing techniques.

However, our proposed representation extends them by providing a theoretical framework based on

formal narrative theory and the route map metaphor. The inclusion of this framework distinguishes

our work from similar methods.

We believe that our approach has widespread implications. At its core, our narrative repre-

sentation and our extraction method can help users understand the big picture of a narrative.

Moreover, expert users, such as journalists, fact-checkers, and intelligence analysts can leverage

our extraction method to explore the narrative landscape in the context of their domain of work.

Furthermore, our narrative representation could be enhanced by considering additional elements,

such as contextual information, credibility and political bias annotations, or more detailed event

descriptors. In particular, adding credibility and political bias information can help understand how

misinformation spreads in news narratives.

In the rest of this section, we introduce the route map metaphor and provide a motivating

example, explaining the reasoning behind the metaphor and detailing how it can be applied to

analyze a narrative. In Section 2, we introduce important background concepts and describe

related works. In Section 3, we show our algorithmic approach, including both the computational

representation of narratives and the extraction algorithm itself. In Section 4, we present a case

study of the Coronavirus narrative. Section 5 presents a user evaluation of our approach followed

by a discussion of our results in Section 6. Finally, we end with the main conclusions of our work.

1.1 Route Map Metaphor
Humanity has relied on maps and cartography to understand its physical surroundings since

antiquity. In particular, route maps and similar cartographic representations have been used to

describe routes, that is, how to get from one physical place to another. These routes are usually

accompanied by information of places and important locations along the way, as well as additional

information about relatively less important elements of its surroundings. There can also be many

routes joining two places, with differing characteristics and importance.

In general, the idea of using maps to represent stories is called information cartography [58]. In

this paper, we propose a way to represent a narrative (i.e., a system of stories) using a narrative

route map (or simply narrative map). Instead of joining two physical places, we join two narrative

places (a starting and ending event). The locations shown along the routes in our map should

correspond to narrative elements.

Consider a route map that shows routes between two physical places as shown in Figure 1(a).

The routes connect the “Start Stadium” and the “Classroom Hall” landmarks. Suppose a student

needs to go to his engineering class at Classroom Hall after watching a practice session at Start
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Route Map between two Physical Locations (Places) Route Map between two Narrative Locations (Events)
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Central
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24 min
1.2 miles

24 min
1.2 miles

1.3 miles

South Market

North Court

Life inside the

lockdown - Wuhan

Fig. 1. Illustration of the Route Map Metaphor. (a) A route map showing how to get from Start Stadium to
Classroom Hall. (b) A narrative route map showing how to get from the Mysterious Virus in Wuhan event

(starting event ) to the US banning flights to Europe (ending event ). We highlight some representative

landmarks for each route in the narrative map.

Stadium. However, they are not sure which route to take, so they would take out their phone, enter

their current location, and where they want to go into the route map application. The application

then provides them with a route map as shown in Figure 1. We can identify multiple elements of

interest in this map. In particular, it contains multiple interconnected routes between the starting
place (Start Stadium) and the ending place (Classroom Hall).

One of these routes is highlighted as the main route (in blue) because it is the shortest path.

All routes contain information about its distance and the time it takes to go through them, this

allows users to decide which one to take (i.e., it is an evaluation metric), although in this particular

example there is not much difference between the three routes.

We can also see information about different kinds of landmarks throughout each route. We note

that there are several types of landmarks (e.g., restaurants, shops, parks, and educational buildings).

For example, the main route passes close to the South Market and goes through the Central Park,

and then North Court before getting to the Classroom Hall.

In fact, we could identify each route by mentioning a representative landmark, such as the Chill

Pond, the Central Park, and the Campus Shop for each route in our case. By identifying these

representative landmarks, we can differentiate among these routes. Someone using the route map

could make choices informed by these representative landmarks. For example, someone seeking to

walk through a more scenic view might choose to go through the Chill Pond route, while someone

interested in buying a snack or some materials could go through the Campus Shop route. Even

though neither of these routes is the main one they still offer a potentially useful alternative.

From the previous analysis we identify the following key elements of a route map: a starting

place, an ending place, routes joining these places, landmarks along those routes, representative
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landmarks for parallel routes, an evaluation metric (e.g., distance or time) for those routes, and

the main route obtained using that metric. Using these elements, we construct a metaphorical

representation of narratives with a route map. Just as physical landscapes can be represented using

these route maps, we use the same elements to construct a route map representation of the narrative

landscape surrounding a certain event.

According to some authors [1], narratives must contain at least two events: a starting event

and ending event . These events work similarly to the starting and ending place on the map and

we need to choose them before creating the narrative map. We are interested in understanding

how these two events are joined together by a story (i.e., a series of events and discourse elements).

Thus, events would be akin to the landmarks of each route , and discourse elements would be the

additional information associated with them. Furthermore, narratives can be seen as a system of

stories, which in our metaphor correspond to the routes on the map . By doing this we gather

new insights about the original events and the surrounding themes of the underlying stories. In

addition, we can identify and characterize these storylines by finding a representative landmark

for them . Finally, we can evaluate the stories
0.70

(e.g., by looking at its coherence) to find the

main storyline of the narrative (i.e., the main route).

See for example Figure 1(b), which shows a metaphoric rendition of a narrative route map

representing the first month of the Coronavirus outbreak timeline. This map contains several

sources of information (news and social media) and provides an overview of the evolving narrative

landscape during this period. The dashed line represents the main route (i.e., storyline). It reflects

the development of the outbreak from its first cases as a mysterious virus to the US banning flights.

Various other elements are intertwined with this route, representing alternative paths towards

the ending event. Representative landmarks , in this case, could be the tweets about the UK

government indicating that no measures are needed, the news article about the life inside the

lockdown in Wuhan, and the submission on Reddit about watching how the virus spreads.

As in the physical route map, these landmarks can inform the user of the map on where to

go. For example, a data analyst could be interested in reading about visualizations related to the

virus as examples of data visualizations. This analyst would presumably want to go through the

interactive map route. A social science researcher might be interested in looking at how news

sources presented life during lockdown at the start of the crisis. Therefore, they would likely be

interested in reading the lockdown route. Finally, a political activist from the UK could be interested

in reading about the UK response to the virus to build a case against the government’s handling of

the outbreak. Thus, they would probably find the route on the UK response more interesting.

In one of the paths we see conspiracy talks about the virus being artificial, then news about

human to human spreading, leading into the spread into other countries. In the continuation of

these paths, we see how the lack of appropriate government measures leads to the spread of the

virus. Some paths are simply smaller deviations with interesting tidbits of information, such as the

article on life during lockdown and people sharing an interactive map in social media.

This route map metaphor forms the intuitive basis of our computational representation and

corresponding visualization. However, to give our intuition a stronger foundation, we associate

each of the elements of our representation with a formal concept from narrative theory.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
In this section, we introduce important background concepts from narrative theory and present

research related to our main contributions. We start with online narratives, then we move onto
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narrative theory definitions, and finally, we describe existing approaches to extract and represent

narratives and stories.

2.1 Online Narratives
The exponential growth of the World Wide Web and the improved accessibility of information has

exacerbated the problem of information overload in our daily lives [27]. In particular, this becomes

an issue when trying to process and understand the barrage of news events [53]. Furthermore, the

rise of social media and its subsequent place as a staging ground for information operations [50, 65]

has given place to the creation of alternative narratives [44] and the spread of fake news [11].

Moreover, narratives play a key role as one of the basic building blocks of societal sensemaking

[67] and political actors attempt to use strategic narratives to create a shared understanding of the

world [39]. Thus, given the importance of narratives in society, it is critical to understand how they

emerge and evolve over time in this environment of information overload and fake news.

Existing work has focused on algorithms to extract timelines [53], trees [3], or other variants of

graphs to represent stories [71]. However, they have mostly neglected the theoretical foundations

of narratives on their models. The present work is an attempt to bridge this theoretical gap by

creating a computational representation model for narratives grounded in formal narrative theory.

In particular, the proposed model is based on a route map metaphor and it links elements from

narrative theory and graph theory in an intuitive way.

2.2 Narrative Theory
The design of our narrative representation is informed by concepts from general narrative theory

and strategic narrative theory. Both approaches contain elements that help us define and analyze

our narrative representation.

General narrative theory focuses explicitly on understanding the general rules of narrative and

its different arrangements that make it meaningful [1, 48]. The key intuition in formal narrative

theory is that there is a distinction between the story itself and its representation. Narrative theory

tries to understand the relationships between stories and their many possible representations [48].

In contrast, instead of focusing on the narrative itself, strategic narrative theory studies the

construction and application of these narratives by political actors. In particular, strategic narrative

theory focuses on studying how political actors communicate narratives in a strategic way to

construct a shared meaning of events with the purpose of influencing the behavior of domestic and

international actors [38, 51].

Another approach to narratives by Halverson et al. [25] defines narratives not just as one story,

but rather as a system of stories. That is, narratives are a systematic collection of interrelated stories

with coherent themes. We rely on this definition of narrative as a system of interrelated stories to

build our narrative map extraction method. In particular, our method also ensures a certain degree

of thematic coherence between the extracted storylines.

2.3 Existing approaches to extract stories and narratives
To inform the design of our extraction method, we refer to the existing story and narrative rep-

resentations found in the literature. First, we discuss related works based on the level of detail

(representation resolution), for example, events or topics in the narrative. Afterward, we analyze

related works based on the internal structure of the representation (representation complexity), for
example, a tree or a timeline.

2.3.1 Representation Resolution. Multiple resolution levels could be studied in the context of story

and narrative visualization. In particular, most of the story visualization research has focused
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on either the event level [34, 53] or the topic level [29, 42, 73]. Event-level approaches focus on

concrete sequences of events. In contrast, topic-level approaches are more abstract. Thus, instead

of focusing on the specific events that happen throughout the story, they focus on the overarching

topics and how they relate to each other.

In particular, previous studies have used graph representations based on event clustering to

represent topics [42]. Our method builds upon the idea of using clusters of events to represent

topics, in particular, we use them to extract coherent storylines aligned with these clusters.

Some authors have also proposed more fine-grained resolution levels to represent stories, such as

individual named entities [16], claims and attributions made in an article [61], or mixed resolution

approaches that allow zooming between the different levels, such as the information cartography

approach from Shahaf et al. [58]. In contrast to these fine-grained approaches, we focus on the

event level to build our narrative map representation. By choosing this resolution level, we are able

to easily develop a direct mapping between narrative and computational elements.

2.3.2 Representation Complexity. There exist many approaches to visualize the evolution of news

events. The simplest cases correspond to a linear representation of the events (i.e., simple sequences

of events), such as timelines [64, 70] and coherent story chains [53, 54]. All these representations

consist of a single starting and ending event with a sequence of events joining them.

Previous research on timeline and story extraction relies on optimizing different criteria to select

events. Furthermore, these criteria could depend on the type of data used by the extraction method.

For example, in the socially informed timelines approach by Wang et al. [64], their optimization

method seeks to balance topical cohesion between articles and comments in social media. In contrast,

in the news timeline summarization method of Yan et al. [70], the optimization algorithm tries to

balance relevance, coverage, coherence, and cross-date diversity. Another approach corresponds to

the Connect-the-Dots algorithm by Shahaf and Guestrin [53], which creates story chains using a

linear programming approach to maximize the coherence of the timeline. An improved version

of their approach [54] used integer programming to generate the story chain. Building upon the

intuition of these previous works, our approach also relies on an optimization problem to select

the events that appear in our narrative representation.

A logical extension to the single timeline approach is to consider more than one timeline. These

timelines can be shown in parallel in the story map. Such as in the work done by Xu et al. [69], where

they extract multiple storylines surrounding a news event. Due to the complexity of generating

such maps by brute force, they develop a near-optimal algorithm based on locality-sensitive hashing

to perform dimensionality reduction. They display all the storylines in the same story map as

parallel timelines. In contrast to this approach, our method allows for the different storylines in the

narrative to interact with one another, allowing them to merge or separate into new storylines.

This allows a more appropriate representation of narratives as a system of interrelated stories,

rather than disjointed timelines.

More advanced cases use directed acyclic graph structures, such as event evolution graphs [71, 74],

and metro maps [55, 58]. In these cases, the maps can have multiple starting and ending events.

Furthermore, these structures allow for more advanced local substructures, such as convergence

(merging stories) and divergence (separating stories). Scholars have studied different models and

features to represent and extract the relationships between events in these graphs. For example, the

event evolution graph of Yang et al. [71] uses event timestamps, event content similarity, temporal

proximity, and document distributional proximity to model relationships. In contrast, Zhou et al.

[74] use a model based on term and event frequency, alongside event sequences, content similarity,

and temporal distance costs. Another approach corresponds to optimizing the connectivity of

the graph, subject to coherence and coverage constraints [55]. Using these We model our event
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Elements Description

Narratological Computational Metaphorical

Events Nodes Landmarks Events are actions or happenings that are part of the narrative.

Discourse Elements Node Attributes Landmark
Attributes

Discourse Elements represent additional or complementary
information about the events that are not an event of the story
(e.g., the news source that published the event).

Starting Event Source Starting Place The first event of a story. All stories must begin at one of these events
and there must be at least one such event on the map.

Ending Event Sink Ending Place The last event of a story. All storylines terminate in an end event and
there must be at least one such event on the map.

Story Chain (Path) Route A story is a sequence of events and discourse elements. Under the
definition of narrative as a system of stories, there can be multiple
stories in the same narrative.

Coherence Edge Weights Evaluation Metric Coherence represents howmuch sense it makes to join two events and
serves as an evaluation metric for the route.

Constituent Events Maximum
Likelihood Chain

Main Route Constituent events form the core events of the narrative and are part
of the main storyline.

Supplementary
Events

Maximum
Antichain

Representative
Landmarks

Supplementary events correspond to events that are not the core part
of the narrative but that provide further information and are part of
alternative storylines.

Narrative st-graph Route Map The narrative is a system of interrelated stories, we represent the
narrative as an st-graph.

Visual Representation

0.70

Events Stories Coherence Constituent Events 
(Main Storyline)

Supplementary 
Events

Discourse
Elements

Starting
Event

Ending
Event

A

Table 1. Mapping of narrative theory elements and computational elements alongside their route map
metaphor equivalent. The concepts shown here are used interchangeably throughout the paper to describe
our algorithmic approach. Narratives have at least one storyline, and a storyline has at least two events. Thus,
we have the hierarchy: event < storyline ≤ narrative.

relationships using a similarity-based approach in conjunction with clustering information to

ensure topical coherence and a certain degree of coverage.

Finally, we also have tree-based approaches to represent stories. For example, the tree-based

representation of Ansah et al. [3] leverages information propagation among users in a community,

temporal proximity, and semantic context to construct coherent paths and build a timeline summary.

In addition, the news content organization system of Liu et al. [34] build a forest representation

using keyword extraction, event clustering, story clustering, coherence, and time-based penalties.

3 AN ALGORITHMIC APPROACH TO REPRESENT AND EXTRACT NARRATIVES
We offer a graph-driven approach to represent and find narratives from large troves of unstructured

data corresponding to real-world events. We start by showing our computational representa-

tion of narratives (RQ1). Next, we present our algorithmic approach to extract these narratives

automatically from data (RQ2).

3.1 RQ1: Narrative Representation
We offer a conceptual representation of narratives while synthesizing elements from the narrative

theory literature and following the route map metaphor. Table 1 lays out the key elements in a

narrative, their metaphoric equivalents, and their respective computational representations.
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3.1.1 What are the key elements in a narrative? Synthesizing across theories of narratives, we

compile eight elements fundamental toward forming a narrative. Most of these elements are based

on or related to the concept of events. For example, stories are sequences of events, coherence

represents howmuch sense it makes to join events, and constituent events are a special kind of event

that is fundamental to the progress of the narrative. All these elements rely on the basic concept of

event for their definition, but they represent a specific narratological concept [1]. The narrative

itself is computationally represented as a graph, with each narrative element corresponding to a

building block of this graph.

Story, Events, and Discourse Elements. According to Abbott’s general narrative theory [1], narra-

tives are composed of two primary elements: story and discourse. The story is a sequence of events
involving entities and follows a chronological order. Thus events are one of the fundamental building

blocks of a story. Meanwhile, the narrative discourse is the story as narrated, that is, the rendering

of the story in a particular narrative (in other words, a representation of the story). While events
correspond to actions or happenings in the story, discourse elements are part of the representation

of the story. Discourse elements provide additional framing or complementary information about

the events that influence the way the narrative is told but are not events themselves. Examples

include public reactions to an event on social media or attributes of an event, such as the credibility

of the source reporting the event or bias in reporting.

Thus, in formalizing the computational equivalent of these elements, we represent events as

nodes in a graph, discourse elements as node attributes (e.g., an attribute containing the event

source), and the graph itself corresponds to the narrative map. We unpack the computational

representation of a narrative by introducing two other elements—starting and ending events.

Starting and Ending Events. General narrative theory [1] further states that a narratological

story is defined by a single starting and ending event. Some authors argue that only one event is

needed to have a story [1, 21, 60], but many concur that at least two connected events are essential

[5, 49, 63, 68]. We align with the popular view and require our narrative map to contain at least two

events: starting event and ending event. We represent the starting event as a source in the graph—a

node with no incoming edges. Likewise, we represent the ending event as a sink—a node with

no outgoing edges. As per the route map metaphor, these two events correspond to the starting

and ending places in a physical map, respectively. As in the physical map, the starting and ending

events are selected by the user.

Story Coherence and System of Stories. What makes a story coherent? A narrative story comprising

of events and discourse elements needs to flow together, i.e., it needs to be coherent [1]. For example,

a narrative story that focuses on a certain topic should not drastically change to a different topic

without appropriate events joining them. In other words, coherence represents how much sense it

makes to join two events. Thus, we can computationally represent story coherence through the

weight of the edge joining the two events, where events are represented as nodes in a graph; higher

edge weight implies higher coherence. Starting with this representation, next in RQ2, we offer

computational techniques to automatically find the edge weight and determine whether to join the

two events. Story coherence, thus, corresponds to the evaluation metric of our route map metaphor.

Moreover, prior theoretical work posits “narrative as a system of stories” [25]. Following this

definition, our narrative map should not only contain a single story but should represent a narrative

as a system of stories. These stories must be interrelated and form coherent sequences of events.

Constituent and Supplementary Events. An important part of analyzing a narrative is distinguish-

ing which events are the core and which ones simply provide complementary information to the

narrative [1]. According to theories of narrative, constituent events represent the core. These are the
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main events that drive the story forward and cannot be omitted without fundamentally altering the

story. In contrast, supplementary events do not drive the main story forward and if removed, the

main story would still remain intact. However, this does not imply that supplementary incidents

are not necessary to understand the context and general impact of the narrative. Hence, we allow

both constituent and supplementary events as key elements for our narrative representation.

In computationally formalizing these two narratological elements, we want the overall sequence

of constituent events to make as much sense as possible. Thus, we represent constituent events as

nodes along the most coherent path (i.e., the maximum likelihood path) in the narrative map that

joins the starting event with the ending event. The most coherent path connecting the sequence of

constituent events also provides us with the main storyline. In terms of the route map metaphor,

the sequence of constituent events corresponds to the “main route” that has the best value for

our evaluation metric (i.e., coherence) out of all the routes. For example, recall the blue route in

Figure 1(b), which reflects the development of the outbreak from its first case as a mysterious

virus to the US banning flights to Europe. Note in particular, that his route has a likelihood of

0.7 × 1.0 × 0.5 × 0.3 = 0.105, the highest out of all routes in the map.

For supplementary events, we focus on finding a representative subset of these events. To do

this, we focus on all potential alternative storylines that join the starting event with the ending

event. However, enumerating all potential alternative storylines is computationally impractical,

except for the smallest of the narrative maps. Instead, we extract meaningful representative events

from each alternative storyline in the narrative map. In terms of the route map metaphor, each

alternative route can be associated with a representative landmark (i.e., a supplementary event).

While these routes do not have the highest likelihood, they can still be viable alternatives and can

offer different perspectives. For instance, recall the example from our route map metaphor (Figure

1(a)) where we elaborated alternative routes, such as a longer scenic route through the Chill Pond

versus the preferred main route through the South Market.

3.1.2 How can we define a structured way to navigate across the narrative elements? Now that we

have formalized the basic building blocks of the narrative representation, we define the underlying

computational structure that relates them. Recall that a narrative map is computationally repre-

sented as a graph. However, to ensure that our representation aligns with the theoretical structure

of narratives, we must specify additional constraints to this graph structure. According to narrative

theory, narratives can arrange events in many ways [21], but the underlying stories are made up

of sequences of events that follow chronological order [1]. To capture these properties, we use a

directed acyclic graph (DAG) because the event nodes must be joined in sequences (directed) and

they must follow chronological order (acyclic). Moreover, this structure also fits the requirements

of the route map metaphor, which does not contain cycles and provides a sequential order for the

landmarks in a route.

However, there is one caveat of having a general DAG with no additional constraints. A DAG can

have multiple sources (i.e., nodes with no incoming edges) and sinks (i.e., nodes with no outgoing

edges). Yet, our route map metaphor only contains one source and one sink (the starting and ending

place). Thus, we need to find a graph structure that respects these constraints. Specifically, we

impose two additional restrictions on our DAG representation: the graph must have exactly one

source node and one sink node. This is a special kind of graph called an st-graph [28]—a directed

acyclic graph with a single source and a single target (sink). See for example the graph of Figure

1(b), where the direction of the edges is implicitly given by the chronological order of the events.

This representation allows us to encode a single system of stories connecting the ending and

starting events (i.e., a single narrative map). By using an st-graph rather than a general directed

acyclic graph, the representation allows us to understand how the events are connected without
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considering unnecessary information about other starting and ending events. Furthermore, we

incorporate the coherence measure as edge weights in our graph. Finally, this structure allows us

to navigate throughout the elements of the narrative map, offering us a chronological view of all

the events and storylines contained in it.

3.1.3 Formalizing the narrative map definition. Given our previous discussion, we propose the

following formal definition for a narrative map:

Definition 1. Narrative map: We formally define a narrative map as a weighted directed acyclic
graph 𝐺 = (𝐷, 𝐸) with a single source 𝑠 ∈ 𝐷 (the starting event) and a single sink 𝑡 ∈ 𝐷 (the ending
event), such that weights represent the probability of going from one node to another based on coherence
and the paths from 𝑠 to 𝑡 represent the different storylines in the narrative.

Figure 1(b) from the motivational example section shows an example of a weighted st-graph for

a sample narrative, where the direction of the edges is implicitly given by the chronological order

of the events. It should be noted that our representation is general enough, such that, if we modify

some of the constraints, we can obtain other representations. For instance, a simple timeline (one

that only allows sequential patterns, such as a single story chain [53]) or an event tree (one that

allows at most one parent for each node) can be constructed from our generic representation. As a

case in point, to convert our narrative map in Figure 1(b) to a narrative tree, we could require that

nodes have at most one parent, relax the restriction of only one ending event, and then drop the

less important edges. More complex representations, such as parallel timelines [69] or story forests

[34], can also be obtained by combining the simpler representations.

3.2 RQ2: Narrative Map Extraction
Here we introduce our narrative map extraction method. We first define the narrative map problem

formally before presenting the narrative extraction process. Figure 2 gives an overview.

3.2.1 Formal Problem Definition. Based on our previous formalization of a narrative map as a

directed acyclic graph with a single source (the starting event) and a single sink (the ending event),

we provide a formal definition of the narrative map problem.

Definition 2. Narrative map problem: Given a set of time-stamped documents 𝐷 representing
events for a certain issue of interest (e.g., news articles for the Coronavirus outbreak), a starting event
𝑠 ∈ 𝐷 and an ending event 𝑡 ∈ 𝐷 , our objective is to find a graph in the form of a narrative map
𝐺 = (𝐷, 𝐸), where source 𝑠 and sink 𝑡 are connected (by potentially many paths).

Since the narrative map problem has multiple potential solutions, we need to define the criteria

to find an appropriate solution—a good narrative map.

3.2.2 What makes a good narrative map? To answer, we rely on the notion of narrative coherence

[53, 55, 70]—how much sense it makes to join two events—and coverage [55, 58, 70]—how well the

map covers the different topics in the narrative.

Inspired by previous works [34, 58, 64, 74], we base our measure of coherence on the following

intuition: coherence should be high if the events are similar and if they share common topics. That

is, in a narrative map when a user follows a chain of events along edges joining them, they should

get a clear understanding of the underlying theme in the storyline. Therefore, to determine whether

it makes sense to join two events with an edge on the narrative map graph, we need to compute

both event similarity [74] and topic similarity [34, 58, 64].

Based on previous works [55, 56], we base our measure of coverage on the following intuition:

coverage should be high if the map covers as many topics of the narrative as possible. Prior work has
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relied on simple word frequency-based models and pre-defined keyword lists to compute coverage

and give priority to important words [55]. However, a pre-defined keyword-based approach makes

assumptions about how events will look a priori, potentially increasing the risk of selection bias

[40]. Thus, to avoid this issue we use a more abstract approach by defining coverage with respect

to clusters of events (representing topics) that are automatically extracted from data.

In general, we want narrative maps to be as coherent as possible while also covering the topics

in an appropriate way. Thus, we regard a narrative map as good if it is maximally coherent for a

given coverage requirement. This leads naturally to an optimization approach, which we cover in

more detail in the next subsection.

3.2.3 Narrative Extraction Process. Following our previous discussion on what makes a good

narrative map, we seek to maximize the coherence of the narrative map, subject to coverage and

structural constraints. First, we give a high-level overview of our optimization method and the

extraction process. Then, we provide additional details for each phase of our algorithmic approach

starting from data extraction and ending with the final visualization.

Extraction Process Overview. We develop an optimization-based approach informed by prior

scholarly work [53]. In particular, we employ a linear programming technique which automatically

generates a narrative map by selecting a subset of events and connections between them, such

that it maximizes coherence subject to two constraints: 1) coverage constraints to ensure that our

solution has at least a certain level of coverage and 2) structural constraints to ensure that our

solution has an st-graph structure.

Based on this optimization approach, our extraction process consists of 6 phases. The input

corresponds to a data table with headlines, publication dates and URLs. The output corresponds to

a visualization representing the narrative through the route map metaphor. In phase 1 we extract

the data and perform basic preprocessing. In phase 2, we compute coherence information for each

pair of events. Coherence values are then used as input to the linear program. In phase 3, we

solve the linear program to obtain the final st-graph representation. Note that during this phase

we compute coverage and ensure that our solution meets the required threshold. In phase 4, we

extract the main route from the st-graph representation by finding the route with the highest

coherence. In phase 5, we extract the representative landmarks from the st-graph representation

using graph antichains—sets of pairwise incomparable nodes that can be used to represent the

storylines. Finally, in phase 6, we generate the final narrative map and its visualization based on

the route map metaphor.

Phase 1: Extracting Data and Preprocessing. Our data set of choice is a collection of news articles.

News articles capture real-world information and are structured to provide the key event details at

the very beginning in the news headline [45]. Thus, we retain headlines of the news articles as our

unit of analysis. Each headline corresponds to an event in the narrative. Next, we perform basic

data preprocessing steps, such as fixing character encoding issues.

Phase 2: Computing Coherence. Coherence comprises of two components—event similarity and

topic similarity. First, to compute event similarity, we represent the events (corresponding news

headlines in our case) using neural embeddings of the headlines. In particular, for each event, we

used the pre-trained models from the Universal Sentence Encoder v4.0 from TensorFlow [9] to

extract the document embeddings from their headlines. This representation is appropriate for our

purpose because it has been trained on news data and is designed for short text [9]. After mapping

news headlines on the document embedding space, we find semantically similar headlines by

comparing the similarities between pairs of embeddings. Instead of traditional raw cosine similarity,

we use angular distance-based similarity measure which distinguishes near parallel vectors better
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Fig. 2. Figure illustrating the steps in our narrative extraction algorithm that generates a narrative map from
data (RQ2). Each phase is annotated with their respective outputs.
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and is well suited when used with the Universal Sentence Encoder [9]. Angular similarity ranges

between 0 and 1; values close to 1 denote similar events.

Next, to compute the topic similarity component, we obtain potential topics through clustering,

where each cluster corresponds to an underlying topic. In particular, we cluster the documents

using HDBSCAN [35] with UMAP [36]. HDBSCAN is an advanced density-based technique, but it

scales poorly with the dimensionality (number of features) of the data. Thus, to improve the speed

and performance of HDBSCAN, we use UMAP on the document embeddings for dimensionality

reduction as a preprocessing step. In addition, an important advantage of HDBSCAN is that it

does not require specifying the number of clusters (or topics) a priori, allowing us to automatically

surface the most important topics directly from data. The step results in cluster probability vectors,

containing the probability of whether a certain document belongs to each cluster.

Next, we need to compare the topic similarity of two events using their cluster probability

distributions. We compare the cluster distribution vectors using the Jensen-Shannon similarity

(JS-score)—a preferred method to compare probability distributions [23]. If the events have perfectly

equal topic or cluster distribution vectors, we obtain a JS similarity score of 1 (e.g., both events

have [0.6, 0.3, 0.1] as its cluster distribution vector). If the events focus on completely different

storylines or topics, the JS similarity score will be 0 (e.g. [0.4, 0.6, 0] vs. [0.0, 0.0, 1.0]).
How can we combine the two components—event similarity and topic similarity—to obtain the

final coherence score? A simple approach would be to compute the arithmetic mean. However,

this approach is not strict enough for our purposes. We want a scoring mechanism that has strong

penalties if any of the components are low and forces a strict balance them. Thus, we rely on the

geometric mean (square root of their product), which imposes stricter penalties when a score is low.

In particular, by formulating it through a geometric mean rather than a simple arithmetic mean,

we ensure that the coherence will be zero if and only if any of the components are zero.

Phase 3: Solving the Linear Program. Using our coherence information from the previous step, we

can now implement the linear program that maximizes coherence. The solution that we generate

from this linear program is an st-graph that represents interrelated stories, thus fitting with the

definition of narrative as a system of stories from Halverson et al. [25]. The mathematical formu-

lation of the linear program is shown in the corresponding phase of Figure 2. Here we explain

each component of this formulation in an intuitive way. The linear program seeks to optimize the

strength of the weakest link in the narrative map in terms of coherence. Intuitively, this is based

on the idea that a story is as coherent as its weakest link [53]. Furthermore, recall that narratives

have a single starting event, a single ending event, and are formed by sequences of events ordered

chronologically, represented as an st-graph. Thus, our optimization problem needs to include a

series of structural constraints to ensure that our solution is an st-graph. Namely, it needs to set up

a single source (starting event) and a single sink (ending event) and then force the events to be

joined chronologically, These are all characteristics of a directed acyclic graph (DAG for short).

Finally, the last constraint—coverage constraints—ensures that a certain percent of the extracted

topic clusters are covered. We found empirically that a minimum coverage of 80% worked well

for our data in preliminary qualitative evaluations. Using this parametrization, we found that in

general, the extracted storylines made sense and the covered topics were relevant. Furthermore,

we note that coverage, unlike coherence, can not be pre-computed because it can change with

each iteration of the linear program optimization process (different potential solutions of the linear

program can yield different coverage values).

To compute coverage, we rely on the following intuition: a topic is covered if it appears on

coherent sequences of events. Following this intuition, nodes on their own are not enough to

consider a topic covered, because they might be isolated events sprinkled throughout the map.
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Edge-Membership:
Economic Impacts:  0.05 * 0.95 = 0.22
Scientific Information:  0.95 * 0.05 = 0.22

01/27/2020 - Oil prices have fallen 10%
as coronavirus raises fears for global

growth

01/30/2020 - Coronavirus may disrupt
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Scientific Information: 0.10

Edge-Membership:
Economic Impacts:  0.95 * 0.90 = 0.92
Scientific Information:  0.05 * 0.10 = 0.07

Fig. 3. Overview of the edge membership computation used in the coverage constraint. The example shows
three events from the Coronavirus narrative and two clusters. The first edge does not contribute much to the
coverage of either cluster, because it is joining nodes from different clusters. In contrast, the second edge
joins nodes from the same cluster, and thus it strongly contributes to the economic impacts cluster.

Instead, we rely on edges to determine if a topic is properly covered. Consider for example the

storyline in Figure 3 comprised of three events. This storyline focuses mostly on the economic

impact of the virus. However, the first event [China says Coronavirus can spread before symptoms
show (...)] is mostly unrelated to economic impacts, instead, it talks about scientific information.

Since this event is isolated in a storyline about a completely different topic (economic impacts) and

does not connect with other events talking about its own topic (scientific information), it would

not meaningfully contribute to the scientific information topic coverage.

Computationally, we define the coverage of the topic cluster 𝑘 as the sum of all edge weights

that belong to that cluster weighted by edge membership to cluster 𝑘 (see for example Figure 3).

The membership of an edge to a cluster is defined as the geometric mean of the membership of

each endpoint. We use the geometric average because its properties work intuitively well with

the concept of membership. Similar to what we did with the coherence computation, we want a

scoring mechanism that has strong penalties if any of the endpoints does not belong to the cluster.

For example, if both endpoints have a non-zero probability of being in that cluster, their edge

gets a positive membership. Otherwise, if any of them has a zero probability, the edge membership

is also zero. Consider the storyline in Figure 3 based on the Coronavirus narrative, with only two

clusters we can clearly see the impact of joining two nodes from distinct clusters to the values

of edge membership. Furthermore, while the first edge does not contribute much [0.22] to the

coverage of either of the clusters, the second edge strongly contributes [0.92] to the economic

impacts cluster. We normalize the outgoing edge weights for each node to ensure that they sum up

to 1. This turns our coherence weights into probabilities, which helps to interpret them.

Phase 4: Extracting the Main Storyline. Thus far, our algorithmic approach has constructed the

basic narrative map structure. Now we use this structure to extract the main route or storyline (i.e.,

the constituent events). To do this, we find the most coherent storyline from the starting event to

the ending event in the narrative map. In other words, we find the path with the highest probability

from the source to the sink, or equivalently, the maximum likelihood path. In general, we can find

the probability of each path by multiplying the edge weights. However, instead of maximizing the

multiplication of probabilities, in practice, it is more convenient to minimize the sum of negative

log-probabilities [17]. By turning this into an additive minimization problem, we can use shortest

path algorithms on our graph with log-probability weights to find the maximum likelihood path.

In practice, there is usually only one such route, but it is theoretically possible to have more. If

there are multiple routes, this would imply that the algorithm has produced two potential sets of

constituent events to describe the narrative and is incapable of choosing the best one.
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Fig. 4. Antichain examples. The nodes highlighted in green form the first maximum antichain of the graph
with 3 elements. The nodes highlighted in purple also form a maximum antichain, but it is not the earliest
antichain. The nodes 2 and 3 on their own also form an antichain, but it is not a maximum antichain. Note
how each element of the antichain is associated with a chain (left, center, and right)

Phase 5: Finding Representative Landmarks with Antichains. Now that we have found the main

route, we next find the representative landmarks in the narrative map. Before delving into the

method, we introduce some important concepts from graph theory that informed our technique.

To extract the representative landmarks, we leverage the concept of maximum antichains in

directed acyclic graphs. Formally, antichains are sets of pairwise incomparable nodes in the DAG

(i.e., nodes that are not connected by a path) [47]. For example nodes 2 and 3 form an antichain in

Figure 4. In particular, an antichain is called maximum antichain if no other antichain has more

nodes. For example, nodes 2, 3, and 6 form one possible maximum antichain, no other antichain

that we select can have more nodes.

Previous works have shown that maximum antichains formalize the concepts of abstract graph

views, slices [18], or abridgments (i.e., a small part of the graph that is of interest) [14]. Furthermore,

researchers have used them to define a partitioning of the nodes of the graph [2]. In particular,

according to Dilworth’s theorem [13], the size of the maximum antichain—called the width of the

DAG—is equal to the minimum number of chains (paths) into which we can partition the DAG.

Intuitively, we can partition the graph into chains (i.e., storylines) and interpret each node of the

maximum antichain as a representative element for one of the chains. This intuitive interpretation

is backed by Dilworth’s formal theorem. Figure 4 demonstrates this with an example. Take the

chains of Figure 4, 𝐴 : 1 → 2 → 4 → 7 → 10, 𝐵 : 1 → 3 → 5 → 8 → 9, and 𝐶 : 1 → 6 → 9 → 10,

we can associate one element from an antichain to each of these chains, such as (𝐴, 2), (𝐵, 3), (𝐶, 6).
To find the maximum antichains, we use the antichain extraction method implemented in the

NetworkX library [24] in Python. This gives us a list with all the antichains (i.e., list of node indices).

We filter the list, ensuring that it only contains maximum antichains. Note that there are potentially

multiple maximum length antichains. In this case, our tiebreaker strategy is to select the earliest

antichain according to their timestamps, as this provides us with representative landmarks close to

the starting points of each storyline. For example, consider the two maximum antichains in Figure

4. In that case, we would choose the green antichain for our representative landmarks.

3.2.4 Phase 6: Generating the Final Visualization. Finally, we turn our computational representation

into a visual representation, which is used for the case study and user evaluation. In particular, we

use GraphViz [15] and the DOT language [19] to generate the layout of our visualization in an SVG

file. Then, we embed the SVG file into an HTML page and add basic interactive elements using CSS.

Our visual representation follows the route map metaphor that we described in the introduction.

The metaphor elements in Table 1 guide our design and we try to faithfully follow our original

concept in the illustrations of Figure 1. The visualization shows the date and the headline accompa-

nied by a landmark icon with the news source logo. We note that our visualization omits the edge

weight information. We removed it because preliminary evaluations proved that adding explicit

weights confused the users. Instead, we make edges wider to represent higher weights.
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01/03/2020 ‐ China pneumonia outbreak:
Mystery virus probed in Wuhan

01/05/2020 - China pneumonia: Sars ruled
out as dozens fall ill in Wuhan

01/16/2020 - Second person dies from
mystery Wuhan virus in China: official
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Supplies
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rises to 258 as US and others impose

strict travel restrictions

01/17/2020 - Coronavirus: more cases and
second death reported in China

01/17/2020 - CDC to screen at three US
airports for signs of new virus from

China

01/24/2020 - Calls for global ban on
wild animal markets amid coronavirus

outbreak

01/30/2020 - Diary of a Wuhan native: A
week under coronavirus quarantine

01/29/2020 - Airlines around the world
are suspending flights to China as the

coronavirus spreads

01/18/2020 - Coronavirus: Australias top
health official says there is no current

need to enhance airport screening
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Coronavirus Spreads From Humans to

Humans

01/27/2020 - Oil prices have fallen 10%
as coronavirus raises fears for global

growth
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Again
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01/23/2020 - Chinas Battle With a Deadly
Coronavirus, in Photos
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Fig. 5. Narrative Map for the Coronavirus Outbreak during January. Headlines in bold denote the starting

event and ending event . The blue dashed line corresponds to the main storyline (the maximum
likelihood path). The width of each edge depends on its weight (coherence). Events highlighted in green

are representative landmarks (members of the first maximum antichain). The markers 1 , 2 , and 3
highlight some storylines that we reference throughout our discussion, we display them in distinctive colors.

The markers show events that share the theme of questioning or criticizing government responses.
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Major Themes: Government containment measures to contain the outbreak, spread of the virus, economic impacts, scientific information about the virus, and 
questioning or criticizing official measures.

01/17/2020 - CDC to screen at three US
airports for signs of new virus from

China

01/24/2020 - Calls for global ban on
wild animal markets amid coronavirus

outbreak

01/26/2020 - China says coronavirus can
spread before symptoms show -- calling
into question US containment strategy

01/30/2020 - Coronavirus Anger Boils
Over in China and Doctors Plead for

Supplies

01/17/2020 - Coronavirus: more cases and
second death reported in China

Fig. 6. Analysis summary of the main route and representative landmarks for the January narrative map. We
extract the major themes out of these elements.

4 CASE STUDY: CORONAVIRUS NARRATIVE
In this section, we showcase our narrative extraction algorithm in action. We present a case study

to demonstrate how we can leverage the narrative route map representation and our computational

extraction method to understand the narrative as it evolves and changes. First, we present the data

used to generate the narrative map. Then, we show our results and analysis.

4.1 Overview of the Case Study
We focus on the Coronavirus outbreak due to its high impact and how clearly defined the major

events are (e.g., first case, lockdown in Wuhan, the closing of borders, stay at home orders). Note

that it is not a requirement to have such clearly defined major events to create a narrative map, but

it facilitates the analysis and thus it makes for an informative example.

We obtained data related to the Coronavirus outbreak from the COVID-19 archive
1
. This archive

maintains a list of news articles related to the outbreak and comprised 1576 articles from 373

unique sources spanning three months—Jan’20 to Mar’20. For the purposes of this case study, we

focused on the first month of the outbreak and retained articles from December 31st to January

31st, resulting in a data set of 607 news articles.

To reduce the search space of the optimization algorithm, we selected articles from the top 5

news domains in terms of publications (BBC, Al Jazeera, The Guardian, CNN, and New York Times),

resulting in 102 news articles from the first month of the outbreak. Focusing on the major sources

allows us to obtain an overview of the most prominent storylines and the major themes in the

narrative while ignoring less important stories from more obscure sources. For the starting and

ending events, we simply took the chronological first and last elements in the corpus. Out of the

102 articles, our narrative extraction algorithm returned an optimal solution with 22 events, in

addition to the fixed starting and ending events. The rest were not selected because they lowered

the overall coherence when added to any of the extracted storylines. Figure 5 shows our results.

4.2 Analysis: Narratives underlying the Coronavirus Outbreak
What are the narratives present in the first month of the Coronavirus outbreak? Figure 5 shows the

full narrative map generated by our algorithm. Figure 6 shows a summary of the major themes of

the narrative according to the main route and the representative landmarks .

We begin by analyzing the main route in Figure 6(a), which starts by referring to the new

“mysterious pneumonia virus” in Wuhan. At this point in the outbreak, information about the virus

is scarce, but at the very least SARS was ruled out. Then, less than a week later, there are already

two deaths from this mystery virus. The next day news outlets report the second death and the

1
https://www.covid19-archive.com/
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01/30/2020 - WHO calls for science and
solidarity over coronavirus

01/29/2020 - Airlines around the world
are suspending flights to China as the

coronavirus spreads

01/30/2020 - Diary of a Wuhan native: A
week under coronavirus quarantine

1

2

3
01/29/2020 - Is the World Ready for the

Coronavirus?
01/28/2020 - Could Chinas coronavirus
outbreak become a global epidemic?

01/25/2020 - Chinas Omnivorous Markets
Are in the Eye of a Lethal Outbreak Once

Again

01/24/2020 - Calls for global ban on
wild animal markets amid coronavirus

outbreak

01/21/2020 - The Test a Deadly
Coronavirus Outbreak Poses to Chinas

Leadership

01/20/2020 - China Confirms New
Coronavirus Spreads From Humans to

Humans

01/18/2020 - Chinas coronavirus cases
likely grossly underestimated, study

says

01/10/2020 - 3 billion journeys: Worlds
biggest human migration begins in China

01/22/2020 - Life inside ground zero of
Wuhan coronavirus outbreak

Fig. 7. Examples of substories from the Narrative Map for the Coronavirus Outbreak during January. For

brevity the start event and ending event are not shown in detail. Events highlighted in green are

representative landmarks . We use markers 1 , 2 , and 3 to refer to the storylines as in Figure 5.

virus has now been called “Coronavirus”. After this point, the story changes its focus and talks

about the drop in oil prices as the Coronavirus raises fears for global growth. Finally, this leads to

the final event with a death toll of 258 and the US and other countries imposing restrictions. Thus,

the major themes of the main route are the general spread of the virus and its economic impacts.

The representative landmarks in Figure 6(b) reveal a thematic overlap with the main route as

well as surface new elements, where common topics overlapping with the main route include the

“spread of the virus” and its “economic impact.” New themes in the representative landmarks refer

to “scientific information about the virus” [China says Coronavirus can spread before symptoms show
(...)], “government measures to contain the outbreak” [CDC to screen at three US airports (...)], and
“criticisms and questioning of government responses” [Coronavirus anger boils over in China (...)].

Next, we turn our attention to some of the stories on the map. For instance, see 1 in Figures 5

and 7. Here we see references to mass migration as people try to escape from the virus. Then we

find out that the number of cases might be grossly underestimated and that humans can transmit

the virus to other humans. Thus, this storyline implies that the virus is likely to spread from human

mass migration.

Another storyline deals with the lockdown in Wuhan and the surrounding provinces (see 2 in

Figures 5 and 7). At this point, we see multiple articles about how life goes on during the quarantine.

This storyline focuses on a more human aspect of the outbreak, seeing how it affects the daily lives

of people. This is a theme that we did not identify directly by looking at the main route and the

representative landmarks. This implies that some themes are abstracted away when we look at the

narrative exclusively from the main route and representative landmarks perspective.

Amidst the battle with the virus, we see a route dealing with wild animal markets (see 3 in

Figures 5 and 7), one of the potential causes of the outbreak according to the information available

at that time. Then, this turns into a discussion about whether the virus could become a global

pandemic and whether the world is ready to handle it. This is followed by the World Health

Organization (WHO) asking for science and solidarity over the virus.

There are also events dealing with anger over how the Chinese government is handling the

situation, talks about the challenges the outbreak could pose to the Chinese government, and

questioning the United States containment strategy. These events are part of different storylines (see

the markers in Figure 5), yet they share a common theme in terms of questioning governments

and how they are handling the outbreak.
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Dimension Element Questionnaire Item Source

Representation Coherence The map presents a coherent overview of the
narrative.

Shahaf (2010)

Relevance The map presents relevant information about the
narrative.

Shahaf (2010)

Redundancy The map has too much redundant information. Shahaf (2010)
Effectiveness I feel more familiar with the narrative after using

this map.
Shahaf (2010)

Completeness The amount of information on the map is
appropriate to represent the narrative.

Burkhard (2005)

Size The size of the map is appropriate to represent the
narrative.

Burkhard (2005)

Metaphor Nature The metaphor is natural (i.e., it is similar to the
real-world).

García (2015)

Understanding The metaphor is understandable (i.e., easy to
understand and extract information).

García (2015)

Interpretability It is easy to draw conclusions and get new insights
from the metaphor.

García (2015)

Landmarks Presenting narrative events as landmarks makes
sense.

Burkhard (2005)

Main Route The main storyline serves well as an overview of
the most important events in the narrative.

New

Representative Landmarks The representative landmarks serve as an
overview of all the stories in the narrative.

New

Visualization Visual Impact The visualization is eye-pleasing. Shamim (2015)
Overall Performance The visualization is easy to understand. Shamim (2015)

The visualization is user-friendly. Shamim (2015)
Overall Design Style The visualization is informative. Shamim (2015)

The visualization is intuitive. Shamim (2015)
InformationQuality The visualization is useful. Shamim (2015)

The comprehensiveness of the data is good. Shamim (2015)
Visual Representation Model The visualization allows us to easily compare

storylines.
Shamim (2015)

The representation style of the data is good. Shamim (2015)
Information Presentation Model Previous knowledge is required to understand the

visualization.
Shamim (2015)

Table 2. Table containing the evaluation dimensions and their elements, as well as the questionnaire items
and their source (if applicable). Some questions taken from a source have been adapted to our metaphor.
The questionnaire has a total of 22 elements. Subjects were asked to evaluate each statement according to a
5-point Likert scale, ranging from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree.”

5 USER EVALUATION
Finally, to provide additional support for the effectiveness of our narrative map representation and

answer RQ3, we perform a user evaluation. Here, we present the guidelines driving our evaluation

followed by the results of our user study.

5.1 Evaluation Guidelines
The narrative map representation should be an effective method to communicate complex narratives

to individuals. Hence, to measure the effectiveness of the representation, the underlying metaphor,

and the overall algorithmically generated narrative-map visual, we evaluate three dimensions:

(1) Representation: How well does the map represent the narrative?

(2) Metaphor: How well does the route map metaphor work for narratives?

(3) Visualization: How well does the visualization work in general?

For each of these dimensions, we adapt evaluation questionnaires from a range of prior scholarly

work. Table 2 shows an overview of the questionnaire. For example, to evaluate along the repre-

sentation dimension, we adopt Shahaf et al’s [53] evaluation scheme from their Connect-the-Dots
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algorithm—an algorithm that heavily informed our extraction approach. We also take elements

from Burkhard and Meier’s work [8], where they present a framework for evaluating knowledge

visualization tools that are based on visual metaphors. To evaluate the effectiveness of our metaphor,

we adopted elements from García et al.’s [20] work, where they focused on visualization metaphors

to process complex information and interpret data. Finally, we also take elements from the visualiza-

tion evaluation questionnaire of Shamim et al. [59]—a survey questionnaire designed to assess the

usability of visualization systems pertaining to news articles. To measure the internal consistency

of our final 22-item evaluation questionnaire, we carried out a reliability analysis. Cronbach’s alpha

with 𝛼 = 0.9560 demonstrates the high internal consistency of our evaluation questionnaire.

5.2 Evaluation Procedure
Can users with no training in narrative or news analysis use and interpret our algorithmically

generated narrative map? To answer, we asked Amazon Mechanical Turk workers (MTurkers) to

do short tasks. Recent work by Cheng et al. [10] has shown the promise in employing MTurkers

in the context of explaining complex AI algorithms, where they leverage the results from an

MTurk evaluation with non-expert users to guide the design of their systems. Moreover, prior

scholarly works have used MTurk in intelligence analysis tasks and have obtained high-quality

results, demonstrating the capabilities of MTurk [32]. For example, MTurkers have performed at

par with intelligence analysts in connecting entities in a visualization map [33] and in identifying

relationships in large sets of data[43]. Therefore, even if MTurkers are not a replacement for

expert feedback, they could still act as good proxies and provide valuable insights towards how

our narrative maps proposal representation, metaphor, and visualization work in the context of

sensemaking and intelligence analysis tasks. Appendix A contains snapshots detailing the MTurk

job.

Prior research [26, 46] indicates that it is possible to obtain good quality data from MTurk.

Specifically, as long as we follow certain guidelines, the data quality is similar to traditional sources

(e.g., student recruitment pools). Furthermore, research using MTurk faces many ethical challenges

[22, 66], in particular with regards to payment. These challenges have given rise to various initiatives

to tackle them, such as Dynamo [52]. We have followed the general Dynamo guidelines for academic

requesters in MTurk. We have ensured that our MTurk workers receive appropriate compensation,

above the federal minimum wage according to the estimated response time. Furthermore, we

provided workers with an explanation in case they were rejected due to failing attention check

questions.

The task required that MTurkers spent time to interact with the visualization, understand the

structured data it surfaced, infer one of the major themes of the main route and two themes of the

whole narrative map (different from the main route one), followed by responding to our 22-item

evaluation questionnaire (shown in Table 2). Subjects were required to answer how much they

agreed with the statements shown in Table 2 on a 5-point Likert scale with the following options:

Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Undecided, Agree, and Strongly Agree. In addition to the 22 questions,

we added one attention check question. Three workers responded incorrectly to the attention check

question. We discarded their answers and requested additional workers to keep our total to 20

valid responses for each narrative map task evaluation. The entire duration of the task along with

reading instructions was approximately 30 minutes. Workers were compensated for $4 for each

task, adhering to federal minimum wage standards.

To warrant high-quality responses, we required MTurkers to be Master Turkers, have at least a

95% approval rating, and to have completed at least 50 tasks on MTurk. To ensure that the workers

correctly understood the task, we first trained them by providing an explanation of the basic

elements of the narrative route map metaphor. We also showed them a simple example narrative
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January

February

March

January

February

March

January

February

March

January

February

March

January

February

March

January

February

March

Coherence

Relevance

Redundancy

Effectiveness

Completeness

Size

Fig. 8. User evaluation results for the representation dimension. The bars show the percentage of users per
response for each question.

map with just three nodes, including a short discussion of the common themes that could be

extracted from the example map. Prior work in crowdsourcing suggests that training workers by

showing them examples results in high-quality responses [31, 41].

We performed our MTurk evaluation with three different narrative maps, each requiring 20

responses. All the maps were focused on the Coronavirus outbreak but spread across three different

months to facilitate the evaluation: January, February, and March 2020.

5.3 Evaluation Results
Here, we present the results of our user study across each dimension (representation, metaphor, and

visualization). Overall, all dimensions were evaluated well by the MTurkers as shown in Figures 8,

9, and 10. These results are mostly consistent throughout the three months. For brevity, we focus

on a few interesting results from our analysis.

5.3.1 Representation. First, we analyze the results of the representation dimension. Overall, the

maps are considered as a coherent overview of the narrative for each month. Next, we note that

there is a slight drop in relevance during March, which might be because the March map has 40

events and is significantly larger than the other maps. Thus, there might be too many irrelevant

events compared to the other maps. In contrast, we see that most users did not consider our

representation redundant. This result is encouraging considering that one of the potential issues of
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January
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March

January

February

March

January

February

March

January

February

March

January

February

March

January

February

March

Nature

Understanding

Interpretability

Landmarks

Main Route

Representative
Landmarks

Fig. 9. User evaluation results for the metaphor dimension. The bars show the percentage of users per
response for each question.

using a similarity-based approach was that our representation could be redundant since it would

naturally keep trying to connect highly similar items. In terms of size, we see that March had

better results than February, despite being the larger map. This difference in results could be due to

layout differences rather than the number of nodes itself. Moreover, we see that there is a trade-off

between an appropriate map size and completeness of the data. In this context, and considering our

results, our narrative extraction method balances both of these requirements adequately. Finally, we

see that at least half of the users felt more familiar with the topic after using the visualization, thus

showing the effectiveness of our representation. While we expected a more positive response to this

question, it should be noted that due to how pervasive Coronavirus news was at the time we did

our user study, it is possible that Turkers were already very well acquainted with the information

at hand. With a more obscure topic, the visualization could have had a greater impact on the users

by providing new knowledge.

5.3.2 Metaphor. Second, we analyze the results of the metaphor dimension. In general, the results

for this dimension were positive. Users agree that our route map metaphor as well as the more

specific metaphors (landmarks, themain route, and representative landmarks) are indeed an intuitive

and natural way to represent a narrative. Furthermore, the users agree that it is easy to draw

conclusions from the metaphor, thus it is highly interpretable. Moreover, most users found the

metaphor to be understandable for January and March. However, fewer users agreed to this for the
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Fig. 10. User evaluation results for the visualization dimension. The bars show the percentage of users per
response for each question.

February map. We believe that this is due to the complex layout of the February map compared to

the other two.

5.3.3 Visualization. Finally, we turn to our analysis of the visualization dimension. Overall, the

evaluation results for this dimension were positive as well. In terms of visual impact, most users

found the visualization to be eye-pleasing, except for March. This difference could be due to the

size of the map. In terms of its overall performance, the visualization had good results in both ease
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of understanding and user-friendliness. Regarding the overall design style, users mostly agreed

that the current design is informative and intuitive. Likewise, in terms of information quality, the
visualization had good results regarding its usefulness and the comprehensiveness of the data.

The visual representation model was also evaluated well by the users in the context of comparing

storylines. Finally, with respect to the information presentation model, around half of the Turkers

considered that the narrative representation did not require previous knowledge. The rest of the

users believed that previous knowledge would be required to understand the visualization. This

split in the user evaluation indicates that additional measures might be needed to facilitate using

the visualization without prior knowledge. However, it might also reflect the fact that most people

likely had previous knowledge about Coronavirus due to the constant barrage of news surrounding

this topic. We leave additional evaluations, with a more obscure topic, for future work.

6 DISCUSSION
Our work provides a computational representation of narratives grounded in formal narrative

theory. We also offer an algorithmic approach to extract these representations from data using a

linear programming technique. We summarize our approach and outline the key implications.

6.1 RQ1: Narrative Representation
Unlike previous attempts at extracting storylines or narratives from data [53, 58, 64, 70, 74], our work

is based on a comprehensive survey of narrative theory. Hence our narrative representation provides

a general framework to represent narratives and can serve as a starting point for understanding

narratives through a computational lens.

Our representational framework emulates the real-worldmetaphor of a routemap, making it more

usable and understandable while displaying abstract unstructured knowledge (also demonstrated

by our user evaluation results). Moreover, the computational representation of our framework—

graph-based—can be effortlessly extended to encompass other narrative phenomena. For example,

we can augment our data set to contain social media information such as comments, tweets, or

posts related to our news events. By feeding this additional data to our narrative building model,

we can incorporate the reactions of people towards certain articles. In turn, this provides us with

insights into the issue of narrative reception [51] (i.e., how the public perceives narratives) and

how it relates to the projected narrative by the media.

Additionally, we could also add new discourse elements in the form of contextual information

through text summaries and data plots. For example, in the case of the Coronavirus narrative, our

narrative map could be augmented by including a text summary of the outbreak during that month

and traditional data plots to show the growth of the virus as the narrative advances (see Figure 11).

6.2 RQ2: Algorithmically Extracting Narratives
The optimization-driven approach for generating narrative maps uses an objective function that

seeks to maximize the coherence of the narrative based on similarity and clustering information.

The resulting solution of this optimization problem selects real-world events that are displayed in

the narrative map along with their connections. Our user evaluation study shows that our approach

constructs a primarily coherent and relevant narrative from hundreds of news articles.

Moreover, we include a coverage constraint to force the narrative map to cover many topics.

This constraint could be modified and expanded to consider different kinds of coverages, similar to

the idea of user-personalized coverage from previous scholarly work [56]. For example, by adding a

term to consider the political bias of the news sources, we could require a certain level of coverage

for each side of the political spectrum. Thus, ensuring that all sides of the story are covered.
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To help users interpret the storylines, major themes, and the connection between events, we

provide them with the main route and representative landmarks of our map. These elements offer a

way to characterize narratives by helping identify the storylines and major themes of the narrative.

Our user study confirmed that both the main route and the representative landmarks served well

in providing an overview and highlighting key elements of the narrative. While the main route
supplies with a longitudinal view of the narrative, representative landmarks created by the maximum

antichain offer a transverse view. In essence, the representative landmarks and the main route

provide us with an understanding of both the breadth and the depth of the narrative, respectively.

6.3 RQ3: Evaluation
The evaluation proves that the Narrative Map representation, alongside the extraction method, is an

effective mechanism to help users understand complex news narratives. The route map metaphor

was considered natural by the users, providing a coherent overview of the narrative. Moreover, the

main route and the representative landmarks are able to convey the key elements of the narrative.

Although the user evaluation demonstrated the effectiveness of our method, there is room for

improvement. We focus in particular on the possibilities for enhancing the visualization method. As

noted in the user evaluation, it is necessary to refine its visual appeal. Moreover, reducing the need

for previous knowledge in the visualization is an important consideration. This could be achieved

by including auxiliary discourse elements to provide additional context (e.g., news summaries and

complementary data visualization).

Further improvements could be made by adding more interactivity to the visualization. For

example, a simple tweak would be to highlight all edges of a node when an edge is selected. More

complex upgrades could allow users to move the nodes along with its edges or allow them to hide or

merge certain nodes while preserving structure. For instance, an approach similar to the recursive

summarization technique for discussion forums [72] could be adopted for narratives, enabling a

user to explore different narrative storylines based on their interests, with varying levels of details.

Investigating these extensions could be fruitful avenues for future research. Nevertheless, in its

current state, the visualization correctly represents the narrative and is able to provide users with

new insights, as shown by our user evaluation study with MTurkers.

6.4 Implementation Parameters and Constraints
Our linear programming problem has a total number of variables in the order of𝑂 ( |𝐷 |2 · 𝑘), where
|𝐷 | is the number of documents and 𝑘 is the number of clusters. In practical terms, the number of

clusters is small enough to be considered constant. Thus, our main computational bottleneck lies in

generating the pairwise combinations of nodes required by the optimization problem. Future work

could deal with improvements to the linear programming approach or even applying a completely

different optimization technique, similar to how the Connect-the-Dots method [53] evolved from

its basic linear programming formulation into a divide-and-conquer approximation approach [57]

We also note that there are two parameters of interest in our linear program proposal: the

expected length of the main route (𝐾 , based on the Connect-the-Dots formulation [57]), and the

minimum average coverage of clusters (mincover). Tuning these parameters is required to obtain a

good narrative map representation. Moreover, since our method depends on document embeddings

and clustering, the choice of the vector embedding space representation, the clustering algorithm,

and all the corresponding parameters for clustering can also influence the final representation.

Thus, special care is required to choose an appropriate vector representation for the events, as this

can influence both the similarity and the clustering results.
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6.5 Limitations
One limitation of our study is that we constructed the event representation based on the headlines

of the articles. Although headlines generally contain key event information, it would be useful to

consider either the full text of the article or an appropriate summary. In particular, considering the

headline and the lead of the article might be enough to capture the main event descriptors [45].

In terms of the user evaluation of our narrative maps, we only focused on the Coronavirus

narrative with only 20 users for each map. In order to properly generalize our results, future work

should focus on evaluating different narrative maps with more users and with different topics,

ranging from well-known issues (e.g., Coronavirus) to more obscure ones. Nevertheless, our user

evaluation provides an important baseline for future works involving this narrative representation.

6.6 Implications and Future Work
6.6.1 A General Framework to Extract and Represent Narratives. Our method is grounded in the

scholarly definitions of narrative theory. We start with abstract theoretical definitions and move

toward concrete representations of the essential elements in a narrative. Hence, our representation

should be able to capture any kind of narrative as defined in the narrative theory literature. As

long as data is in the form of (event, timestamp) tuples, we can use our algorithm to construct a

map representation. Moreover, we can generalize this approach to any kind of data provided it has

a temporal ordering and that we can define a measure (i.e., the evaluation metric of our metaphor)

that allows us to compute coherence through similarity and clustering. At a technical level, the

generalizability of our approach stems from the abstract mathematical formulation used to extract

the map, which could, in turn, be used for other types of data, such as image data (e.g., creating a

narrative map out of pictures from an embedding representation and timestamps).

6.6.2 Design Implications. Grounded in theoretical constructs of narratology, our approach can

automatically extract structured information frommultiple data points and represent it as a narrative

map—a visual metaphor similar to physical maps. We believe that this capability offered by our

approach can be used in the design of a wide range of systems. For example, imagine a news reading

tool that accompanies articles with a narrative map visualization to help readers understand the

big picture of the narrative, or consider a social media monitoring system that shows how the

online narrative surrounding a certain issue evolves over time. Indeed, literary theorists, while

outlining the importance of narratives noted [1]: “we do not have any mental record of who we are
until narrative is present as a kind of armature, giving shape to that record.”
Furthermore, narrative maps could be used in the context of computational journalism, which

focuses on providing tools for various computational needs in the journalistic context [12], such as

topic detection, visualization, and sensemaking.Moreover, the theoretical basis of our representation,

along with the general approach of extracting narratives from data, ensures that a designer can

easily adapt our proposal to a different domain. For example, our model could be adopted by

psychologists to help analyze personal narratives [30] or by narratologists to study literary works.

6.6.3 Extending the Narrative Map Representation. Using the foundations and methods presented in

this paper, future work can create an enhanced representation, for example, by considering the bias

and credibility of the sources of each event. See for instance how we added this information to the

landmarks of the narrativemaps in Figure 11.With these enhancedmaps, intelligence analysts would

have an additional tool at their disposal to help detect potential online misinformation campaigns

by analyzing emergent narratives. The rapidly shifting media ecology has made strategic narratives

more difficult to control [38], thus analysts would benefit from being able to detect counter-

narratives as they emerge. Additionally, fact-checkers could use this enhanced representation to
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Fig. 11. Potential extensions to narrative maps including different elements. The top-left map considers
adding credibility annotations to each of the events, representing how credible or questionable the sources
and their claims are. The bottom-left map considers adding political bias annotations, thus helping users
understand how bias affects the storylines of the map. The top-right map considers additional information in
the form of a news summary and data visualization. The bottom-right map considers adding the answers to
the 5W1H questions (who, what, where, when, why, and how), which are the main descriptors of an event.

obtain an overview of how facts, both credible and questionable, spread throughout the narrative.

This could help in their fact assessment process. Moreover, they could augment our representation

by manually modifying it to add credibility annotations.

Furthermore, narrative maps can also be used as a summarization tool to identify high-level

patterns in narratives. For example, for the Coronavirus narrative shown in our case study, we

identified “economic impacts” and the “spread of the virus” as major themes. In conjunction with

more advanced graph-theoretical elements, it would also be possible to identify more complex

patterns in the narrative. For instance, we could use network motifs—frequent patterns in the

structure of a graph [37]—to encode interesting properties and relationships of its elements [6].

7 CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an algorithmic approach to represent and extract narratives using narrative
maps. Based on a comprehensive survey of formal narrative theory, we outline a computational

representation of narratives comprising eight elements. We used an intuitive route map metaphor to

connect the elements, their metaphoric renditions, and their computational counterparts. Building

upon existing approaches of story extraction, we designed a novel optimization-based approach to

extract the underlying graph representing a narrative map. In particular, we seek to maximize the

coherence of the map, subject to structural and coverage constraints. Using this graph, we then

extract the main storylines and the representative landmarks of the narrative map. These help us

characterize the major themes in a narrative.

We presented a detailed case study following the Coronavirus outbreak during its first month. We

explored the major events and identified the major themes surrounding the outbreak. This extended

example helped us demonstrate how an analyst could leverage our representation to understand

the evolution of a narrative. Next, we presented a user evaluation of our method considering three

aspects: the narrative representation itself, the effectiveness of the metaphor, and the usability of

the visualization. While there are still some aspects that could be improved, our evaluation results

demonstrate that our narrative map proposal fulfills its intended purpose.

This work opens upmultiple avenues for future research, such as adapting the current approach to

another type of data (e.g., images) or to a different field (e.g., helping psychologists analyze personal

narratives) or extending the narrative map representation by adding contextual information. In

particular, incorporating measures of source bias and credibility into our representation could pave

the way towards modeling how misinformation propagates in news narratives.
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A MECHANICAL TURK JOB

Fig. 12. Description of the MTurk job shown to the workers.

Fig. 13. Narrative Map Description and Short Example
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Fig. 14. Example Analysis and Assigned Task

Fig. 15. Theme identification task.
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